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Open Cybersecurity Summit
INTRODUCTION
The First National Open Cybersecurity Summit was organized by the Department of Homeland
Security’s Homeland Open Security Technology (HOST) program under the auspices of Department of
Homeland Security Science and Technology Directorate and held at the Schaffer Conference Facility in
Washington D.C. on October 18th, 2012, during National Cyber Security Awareness Month.
The summit was created under the HOST program mission to provide education and encourage crossindustry collaboration in support of addressing national cybersecurity challenges through the exploration and
adoption of open source software in this domain. A wide net was cast to bring together diverse participation
of government cybersecurity professionals, federal contractors, independent developers, academics, open
source community projects, and other non-profit and private entities.
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MORNING PROGRAM
8:00am-9:00am
Registration
9:00am-9:15am
Summit Welcome
Luke Berndt, Program Manager, DHS Science & Technology Directorate
9:15am-10:00am
Keynote: Crowds, Clouds, and Spies
Stewart A. Baker, former DHS Assistant Secretary for Policy, author, partner at Steptoe & Johnson LLP
10:00am-10:30am
Presentation: OWASP – The World’s Largest Open Source Web Application Security Project
Dave Wichers, Open Web Application Security (OWASP) board member and COO and Co-founder,
Aspect Security Inc.
10:30am-10:45am
Break & Poster Sessions
10:45am-Noon
Panel: Open Source and Cybersecurity: Building Trust and Interoperability
Panelists: Matthew Scholl, Deputy Division Chief, Computer Security Division and Associate Director
of Operations for the NIST National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence; Luke Berndt, Program
Manager, DHS Science & Technology Directorate
Moderator: Mark Bohannon, Vice President, Corporate Affairs & Global Public Policy, Red Hat.
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AFTERNOON PROGRAM
Noon to 1:00pm
Lunch Break & Poster Session
1:00pm-2:30pm
Panel: Government as the Consumer and Creator of Open Cybersecurity
Panelists: Dr. David A. Wheeler, Analyst, Institute for Defense Analyses; Joshua Davis, Georgia Tech
Research Institute (GTRI) Associate Branch Head, Cyber Security Lab and Principal Investigator for the
Homeland Open Security Technology (HOST) program; Joseph T. Broghamer, Senior Security Architect
for the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
Identity, Credential, and Access Management (ICAM) programs.
Moderator: Deborah Bryant, Chief Executive, Bryant Group and HOST Investment Manager
2:30pm-2:45pm
Break & Poster Session
2:45pm-4:00pm
Lightning Talks
Adding Real-time File Analytics to the Open Source Suricata Platform
Harold Jones, BAE Systems
Fostering an Innovative Smart Card Environment
Peter Fucci, Safer Institute
Identity Management: Linux and Active Directory Integration
Dmitri Pal, Red Hat Inc.
Open Source Software Verification and Validation
Philip Marshall, Black Duck Software
XenClient XT: The Extensible Platform for Secure Virtualization
Philip Tricca, Citrix Systems
Drupal Security Controls for Government Sites
Shawn Mole, Phase 2 Technology
4:00pm-5:00pm
Networking & Poster Sessions
5:00pm
Summit Close
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PRESENTATION ABSTRACTS
Clouds, Crowds and Spies
Stewart A. Baker, former DHS Assistant Secretary for Policy, author and partner at Steptoe & Johnson LLP
For the first time in decades, an entirely new warfighting technology is threatening global military
balance and disrupting future strategies. Network intrusions can be used for espionage and disruption of
military and civilian infrastructure. Finding ways to prevent such intrusions is critical to national security.
What lessons can we learn from the history of new warfighting technologies? And how can open source and
crowdsourced technologies contribute to our security strategy?
OWASP – The World’s Largest Open Source Web Application Security Project
Dave Wichers, Open Web Application Security (OWASP) board member and COO and Co-founder, Aspect Security Inc.
This talk will provide a short introduction to the history and current activities of OWASP, which
includes over 10,000 volunteer members around the world. It will then introduce OWASP’s most well-known
open source projects, including the OWASP Top 10, the three OWASP Guides (Development, Pen Testing, and
Code Review), and several open source code projects including WebGoat, ESAPI, and the Zed Application
Proxy (ZAP).
Panel: Open Source and Cybersecurity: Building Trust and Interoperability
Matthew Scholl, Deputy Division Chief, Computer Security Division and
Associate Director of Operations for the NIST National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence
Luke Berndt, Program Manager, DHS Science & Technology Directorate
Moderator: Mark Bohannon, Vice President, Corporate Affairs & Global Public Policy, Red Hat
As governments and the private sector wrestle with effective cybersecurity policies and practices, open
source can be an important element in building trust while ensuring interoperability. What efforts are
underway to work to make platforms and applications work together as greater scrutiny of supply chain and
software development takes place?
Panel: Government as the Consumer and Creator of Open Cybersecurity
Dr. David A. Wheeler, Analyst Institute for Defense Analyses shares a decade of research gems and
discusses why open can be more, not less secure, and dispels other commonly misunderstood issues for
federal agencies.
Joshua Davis, Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) Associate Branch Head, Cyber Security Lab and Principal
Investigator for the Homeland Open Security Technology (HOST) program reveals the investments being made to
provide reliable resources for the government agency to investigate open source as a resource for their own
use.
Joseph T. Broghamer, Senior Security Architect for the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Identity, Credential, and Access Management (ICAM) programs. ICE has
developed their in-house application PIV Card Provisioning System (PCPS) - a robust, secure and easy-to-use
application that transfers credentialing materials from the PIV smart card to relying parties for use in access
control systems. Joe shares his agency’s approach in taking an open source approach to development future
plans.
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SHORT PAPERS
Lightening Round Presenters

Adding Real-time File Analytics to the Open Source Suricata Platform
Dr. Harold Jones, BAE Systems
Suricata is an open source IDS/IPS engine sponsored by DHS HOST and SPAWAR. It is widely
recognized as a major advance in mapping IDS/IPS engines to modern multi-core computing environments. Of
particular importance to BAE Systems, however, Suricata also delivers a robust file extraction framework. This
means that Suricata can be much more than an IDS/IPS engine; it is also a perfect platform for hosting our realtime, content-based malware analytics engine. This paper describes how we have partnered with the Open
Information Security Foundation (OISF) to add content analytics to the Suricata repertoire.
In 2010, BAE Systems developed and fielded NIDAR-FX, a software-based tool for real-time detection
of malicious software – Portable Executables (PEs) – in transit across the network fabric. NIDAR-FX scrapes
~200 different attributes from high volume packet streams, attributes ranging from broad session and protocol
descriptors to PE structural anomalies typically exhibited by malicious executables. Depending on the
customer’s needs, the extracted “evidence” is either streamed to machine-learning classifiers for real-time
detection of malicious content, or fed to a data mining engine such as Splunk for operator-driven analysis.
In discussions, it became obvious to both OISF and BAE Systems that NIDAR-FX’s core malware analytics
were ideal candidates for extending Suricata’s functionality beyond that of a traditional IDS/IPS. Equally as
important, BAE Systems recognized that partnering with OISF represented a unique opportunity to get our
innovative solutions into the hands a much broader set of users than we could reach by ourselves. As a
consequence, BAE Systems joined OISF as a Platinum Member this past March, and immediately began
rehosting two malware analytics components to the Suricata framework:




PESCAN: PESCAN analyzes PEs extracted from network traffic. It analyzes the PE metadata,
extracting descriptor fields such as version numbers, offset points, etc. More relevant, however, it scans
the PE header for structural anomalies indicative of malicious code, and computes a risk metric
(PEScore).
MailSCAN: MailSCAN is a general purpose phishing forensics tool. It decodes e-mails and extracts all
URLs or executables. The executables are forwarded to PESCAN for analysis.

BAE Systems’ latest PESCAN performance evaluation was against a corpus of 850,000 malware
samples collected by an external service between March and June, 2012. 80% of the malware contained one of
more structural anomalies, far more than a corresponding goodware data set. For representative traffic, the
PEScore provided a sufficient risk indicator to focus human analyst attention on the highest priority
executables in the network flow. Alternatively, streaming the detected anomalies to a fully-automated
machine-learning algorithm resulted in 98% correct classification of malware, with false alarms under 2%. With
either alternative, the net effect will be to provision Suricata with a real-time analytics that detect many advanced
malware threats missed by signature-based AV tools.
Our agreement with OISF calls for PESCAN and MailSCAN to be re-factored as libraries callable by
Suricata. BAE Systems made our initial code delivery to OISF in September. A second delivery is scheduled for
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later this fall. As malware evolves, the set of informative structural anomalies will evolve as well, so BAE
Systems will submit periodic PESCAN updates on a TBD schedule.
Because BAE Systems intends to embrace Suricata in the broadest possible sense, we have installed a
full Suricata instance on a test node on BAE Systems North American network. There Suricata operates sideby-side with the stand-alone NIDAR-FX toolset, analyzing every packet entering or leaving our 50,000 host
enterprise. This enables us to operationally test the Suricata versions of PESCAN and MailSCAN under full
mission loads before we deliver them to OISF for formal integration testing.
As BAE Systems looks forward to operational deployments, the Suricata test node will provide an
environment for tailoring Suricata for enterprise users. Our first endeavor in that regard has been to flow
Suricata event data to a Splunk data aggregation and mining engine. We used Splunk’s GUI API to develop a
rich graphical interface for Suricata event review and deep-dive data analytics. Although not part of the
delivery to OISF, in the near-term we are developing a full-featured Suricata dashboard set for Spunk users.
BAE Systems is also collaborating with OISF to identify ways in which the Suricata deployment at BAE
Systems can further validate Suricata’s performance at enterprise scale. The net result of this BAE
Systems/OISF partnership will be a more robust Suricata framework with content-based analytics that set it
apart from traditional IDS/IPS solutions.
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Fostering an Innovative Smart Card Environment
Peter J. Fucci, Safer Institute
This abstract examines the barriers to adoption and implementation of smart card technology and
attempts to address solutions to those challenges with a focus on the FIPS 201 standard.
One documented method to securing our digital infrastructure is the use of smart card technology. This
involves the issuing a digital certificate that is trusted at some level by a third party to an individual. This third
party is responsible for asserting the validity of the certificate policy under which it was created. The physical
card is simply a secure method for transporting said certificate.
The first challenge to adoption is the lack of education on the value of smart cards and how they can
positively affect any organization’s workflow, technology integration, and information security. Smart card
technology is complex enough that it can be difficult for even technology savvy users to understand. We need
to be better at not using acronyms and technical jargon that is lost on the non-technical audiences and often
confuses individuals.
Cost is another very large barrier to smart card adoption and implementation. There are very few
software development kits in the marketplace that are inexpensive, easy to implement or complete.
Languages like Java, C#, and libraries like ADO and JCL are popular because they remove the
complexity of complicated programming, which provides no innovation or value to the end user. Without
these libraries, the cost of implementing even simple software would multiply factorially by requiring large
amounts of labor to do simple tasks.
Therefore, to drive down the cost of Smart Card implementation, specifically FIPS 201 compliant, we
need to create an open source library to interact with the cards. The functionality should include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Selecting the PIV application on the smart card.
Allowing for PIN access.
Retrieving the image (if present) on the smart card.
Comparing the fingerprints.
Verifying the certificate.

The SDKs should be coded on the 3 major platforms: Windows .Net, Java (for Android), and
ObjectiveC (there are a few libraries already for iOS, but need to be further developed as they are not
complete).
A common SDK library will lower the barriers into adopting PIV, PIV-I, CAC, and TWIC into the
federal, state, and commercial sectors. Development teams should be focused on the true business
requirements that will generate a higher return on investment and innovation. A common SDK will remove
the plumbing involved in creating a interoperable, smart card based application. By providing an open source
FIPS 201 SDK, we will also increase the likelihood of the technology actually being used. This will spur
innovation in helping create a more secure cyber environment.
Smart Card Management Systems are a requirement to create a smart card that meets national
standards like FIPS 201. They tend to be expensive and complicated. The challenge that this presents us is that
people will continue to default to poly flash passes which cost little to make and are very simple to produce
but provide no means to actually verify a person's identity or credentials.
This is where open source solutions can aid in smart card adoption. A smart card management system
(CMS) SDK would allow for a wider range of CMS vendors to implement cutting edge systems that focus on
minimizing the plumbing required to create a card and improve on the workflow, ease of use, and integration
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into existing infrastructures. An open source system would also allow for certificate vendors to meet a
standard to which a certificate can be generated, transmitted, and written to said smart card.
In summary, the two areas of focus for a more effective smart card ecosystem would be a smart card
SDK to read the physical card implemented in Objective C, .Net, and Android to hit all major platforms, and a
CMS SDK to ease the creation of smart card technology. Both would lower the cost and complexity of smart
card implementation. By lowering the complexity, you lower the barriers and risk for companies to invest in
creating cutting edge applications to help secure our cyber environment.
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Integrating Linux Systems into Active Directory Environment
Dmitry Pal, Red Hat Inc.
This paper presents different options that allow for integrating Linux systems into the Active Directory
environment.
Before looking into the available options, it makes sense to consider what it means for a Linux system
to be integrated. One way to define when a Linux system is integrated into an Active Directory environment is
when the needs for authentication, user account management, policy management, and service discovery are
satisfied. But these needs can be satisfied in different ways and to different levels. Since there are multiple
options for integrating Linux systems into an Active Directory environment, the choice should depend on the
specific environment and the organization’s identity management requirements.
The first category of the solutions to consider is the direct integration solution. In the case of direct
integration, the Linux system is connected or joined into the Active Directory domain via software that is
installed and runs on the Linux system. There are two major classes of such software. The first class is
represented by the vendors that help integrate different Linux and UNIX systems into Active Directory
environment. Well-known names providing this software include Centrify, Quest (Dell), and Likewise.
The solutions offered by those vendors have some common characteristics:





They provide more than just Linux systems integration; other tools and modules are available and
other operating systems are supported
They take advantage of Active Directory management tools and concepts, like management console
and group policy objects, and extend them to provide central management for the Linux systems
They require that vendor’s client software to be installed on every managed system
The software is generally priced on a per-system basis.

The open source alternative to these commercial products is a set of integration solutions delivered by
Linux vendors as part of the operating system. For years, the Winbind component of Samba has been the main
integration option. However, over time it became clear that some of the Samba design decisions were not
optimal and did not provide enough flexibility to meet the extensibility and maintainability requirements.
An alternative project, System Security Services Daemon (SSSD), takes the integration of the Linux system to
the next level. SSSD provides integration with different identity and authentication sources and is not limited
solely to integration with AD. While superior in design and flexibility, SSSD misses some of the advanced AD
specific features that Winbind currently provides. With the release of SSSD 1.9 in September 2012, this
capability gap is reduced. SSSD is now on a trajectory to match and surpass Winbind’s capabilities in the near
future. The result is that if you are looking for a good direct AD integration non-proprietary solution for Linux
systems, you should consider SSSD.
But direct integration is not the only option. While direct integration addresses some of the problems, it
does not solve all of them. In many cases, Linux administrators require more independence and more native
Linux-focused system policy management than AD-based tools can provide. Frequently Linux administrators
need control over the Linux infrastructure while leaving the user account management to Windows
administrators. To accomplish this, the administrator can deploy Identity Management (IdM) in Red Hat
Enterprise Linux .
IdM is essentially a domain controller with functionality similar to AD, but designed specifically for
Linux and UNIX. It is provided at no extra cost with every Enterprise Linux subscription. IdM can be the
central management hub for Linux resources. In the currently shipping version it can synchronize user
accounts from AD but in the next version expected in early 2013 it will be capable of the cross realm Kerberos
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trust relationships with AD. This is a significant breakthrough in comparison to existing solutions. IdM would
be able to present itself to AD as a yet another AD forest. The users from the AD domain would be able to log
into or access resources (file shares, web services, etc.) in IdM domain without any synchronization. For more
details about how this can be accomplished see product documentation.
The IdM based solution enables Linux administrators to take control over Linux environment and
reduce the costs not only by eliminating the need for the commercial suits but also by reducing the number of
CALs that need to be purchased to integrate Linux systems into the AD domain.
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Open Source Software Verification and Validation
Philip Marshall, Black Duck Software
The way that government contractors (and most other software developers) are building software is
dramatically different from 10 years ago. What’s different? Today’s most efficient software development
teams are writing as little as 20% of the code for new applications. The rest is either reused code, proprietary
code, or open source snippets and components downloaded from the Internet. Gartner, a leading analyst firm
has stated that “…having a policy against open source is impractical and places you at a competitive
disadvantage.” They’ve also stated that “by 2014, 50% of Global 2000 organizations will experience technology,
cost and security challenges through lac of open source governance.” Whether using internal teams or
acquiring applications through outsourcing and contracting, understanding code content and then being able
to govern and manage software assets will position you well to manage risk. Asking for a software “bill of
materials” (BOM) is a good start, and making sure the development organizations are “building in” open
source governance into a broader IT Governance Framework will enable ongoing maintenance to ensure
against security, IP and operational risk.
There’s no doubt your organization can benefit from applications “assembled” with a significant
amount of open source components. ISVs will likely agree that they benefit from the enhanced flexibility,
greater ability to innovate and significant cost savings often associated with the use of open source
components. But how do government entities and leading enterprise IT organizations manage the potential
challenges of developing and acquiring applications built using open source components? How can
organizations manage the potential risks of technical failure, security and IP leakage? Policy and process
decisions, ongoing governance and application lifecycle (ALM) process implications that come with the use of
open source components can be addressed. Specifically your organization will want to consider how you deal
with:




Technical, quality and operational challenges
Regulatory/Compliance issues
Security

What questions should you ask contractors regarding their software development best practices? Is
there a risk that OSS includes unauthorized proprietary code? By requiring the use of the emerging industry
standard Software Package Data Exchange® (SPDX®) specification that is a standard format for
communicating the components, licenses and copyrights you’ll become much more confident of code
provenance. You’ll also want to ask your code supply chain about their OSS governance and management
policies and processes. And once application deployment is complete, you’ll want to address maintenance and
monitoring of applications “assembled” using open source components through ongoing security
vulnerability analysis, considering the open source community as an extension of your support and
maintenance efforts, and putting procedures in place to know where and how open source components are
being used.
In order to address ongoing risk management Governance Frameworks can play an important role,
and deciding the merits of each leading Framework should be part of an ongoing discussion. Are you
currently extending the use of a Framework or Frameworks to govern and manage OSS components? The
merits of NIST, ISO, OCTAVE, COSO and COBIT can be evaluated from a security perspective, and while no
“silver bullet” exists, leveraging the best provisions from existing frameworks is a best practice.
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Finally, is it possible to automate open source discovery and management? Several commercial
products exist that can automate code acquisition, enable reuse and standardization, and provide development
organizations the means to both reduce their code base and add efficiencies to the development process.
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XenClient XT: The Extensible Platform for Secure Virtualization
Philip Tricca, Citrix Systems
XenClient is a client-side virtualization project that has been running for ~3 years within Citrix. The
basic goal of the project is to provide the same virtual experience on the desktop and mobile systems that
XenServer provides for the data center. This alone was an ambitious goal but we also began experimenting
with the hypervisor architecture with the aim of strengthening the claims we were able to make about the
security provided by the system. In the end we produced a virtual platform capable of meeting strict
separation goals using nearly 100% open source software. The resultant product is known as XenClient XT
(referred to through the rest of this paper simply as 'XT').
In this paper we begin by briefly discussing the XT software architecture. We start with high level goals
and work our way down through architectural components that are unique to XT as well as architectures that
were adopted from other related projects. We then go on to describe the resultant platform, our current usecases and how interested parties can use and extend XT to meet their unique needs and security goals.
Early on the Air Force Research Labs (AFRL) took a keen interest in the XenClient project.
Specifically the AFRL asked us to consider a number of security architectures that they believed would make
XenClient more appealing to government customers. Citrix and the AFRL began working closely to integrate
new security architectures into XenClient and we called the product of this work XenClient XT. Their initial
interested was in consolidating systems that were traditionally kept physically separate on to the XenClient
platform. The goal here was to decrease the cost of maintaining separate physical hardware (size / weight /
power).
Naturally for this use-case we had to provide assurances that the separation provided by the virtual
platform was sufficient to protect the workloads that were previously physically separate. We have no
illusions that virtual separation cannot be as strong as physical separation. We do however argue that virtual
separation can be made sufficiently strong to meet the needs of all most (nearly all) customers.
Decisions as to the sufficiency of a separation mechanism can only be made by the data stewards responsible
for protecting the data on these systems. OSS is particularly useful in this context because our separation
claims are made based on sound architecture and transparency the software is open to inspection, critique and
improvement. We do not hide our security claims behind proprietary software or trade secrets.
The architecture of XenClient itself made it particularly appealing for the task of separating sensitive
workloads. Xen has a long history in the open source. Relative to the Linux kernel it is very small (orders of
magnitude). It was specifically designed for separation both in the temporal and physical sense. XenClient
does not over commit or allow sharing of RAM. This is both a limitation and a strength in that a sysadm must
intelligently allocate resources to the workloads on the system but they can be sure there will be no overlap in
their memory space.
The close ties between XenClient and the OSS community made our collaboration with the AFRL quite
seamless. XenClient is based on the OSS Xen Hypervisor with which the AFRL was already intimately
familiar. They were able to make specific recommendations based on their knowledge of Xen from academic
publications and their own internal prototyping. They had domain expertise in security specific OSS
technologies like SELinux, sVirt and XSM that Citrix lacked. This allowed them to directly contribute code and
configuration to XenClient project. The licensing of these components were all open source so sharing code
with them and taking their contributions in return was all simple and in some cases it was even required.
We also decided to require a full vPro chipset so that we can leverage Intel's latest hardware extensions
for virtualization. Specifically we use VT-x for hardware assisted virtualization, VT-d for DMA memory
protections when PCI devices are directly allocated to Service VMs, and we provide a measured launch
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assisted by Intel's TXT and the tboot program. The disk encryption provided on the platform uses the
hardware-assisted AES-NI instruction set and protect disk encryption keys using the TPM.
While all of the technologies above contribute to the overall platform security the most significant
architectural addition to XenClient which make it XT contributes both to security and the extensibility of the
platform. The AFRL was very keen on XT using what the literature refers to “isolated driver domains (IDDs)”
or “Service VMs” to provide separation between the sensitive control domain (dom0) and device drivers and
firmware. Networking (particularly wireless) hardware have earned themselves a reputation for being both
buggy and vulnerable to attack.
By building the infrastructure necessary to disaggregate the control domain into a set of service VMs a
first class system component we've created a mechanism for platform extension. 3rd parties wishing to add
functionality to the XT platform can do so while encapsulating their extensions within a service
VM. We provide a service VM SDK which grants access to the service VM infrastructure. We're currently
developing packaging tools for ease of construction and deployment.
To date we have partnered with VPN appliance makers to segregate VPN client software to a service
VM as a way to provide network encryption that is outside the administrative domain of the Windows guest
VMs. This prevents user tampering or bypassing by malware. We've also partners with “next generation” antivirus companies allowing them to use the Xen Access API from a service VM to inspect the memory of
running Windows guests.
XenClient XT combines best of breed OSS hypervisor, mandatory access control with hardware assisted
virtualization. Through this we provide not only a hardened virtual platform but one that is extensible
allowing 3rd parties to add value through well-known interfaces.
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Drupal Security Controls for Government Sites
Greg Wilson, Phase2 Technology
By definition, government information systems require special security controls and FISMA provides
key security standards and guidelines to enforce these controls. In the world of web CMS's (Content
Management Systems), password management and content administration are recurring security requirement
areas. The continued migration to mobile applications will only heighten the need for standardized and robust
solutions to password management and content curation in Drupal.
Password Policy
There are many threats against password management and user authentication and most of these
threats can only be partially mitigated. Related to the FISMA Moderate Controls (NIST 800-53) for security
control, Phase2 has deployed various measures in government CMS solutions (as outlined in the table below).
We deployed these measures by way of a significant upgrade to the ‘Password policy’ Drupal module
(http://drupal.org/project/password_policy) - software that will be contributed back to the open source
community and also included in the OpenPublic distribution (http://openpublicapp.com). With the ‘Password
policy’ module upgrade we strove to add more options and stronger security configuration settings to
password management in Drupal. And by including this in OpenPublic, we hope to promote security best
practices in government open source CMS solutions.
The ‘Password policy’ module allows for creating multiple policies and assigning them to specific or all
roles. Notably, it provides the options to configure application level password restrictions for FISMA
compliance (in conjunction with other environment and personnel policies), this includes:






Specifying a minimum password length as well as a minimum number of letters, numbers or symbols
Limiting the number of consecutive characters and the types of special characters required
Restricting users from re-using passwords for a certain number of passwords
Limiting the time that an session can be inactive as well as the number of acceptable sessions for a
single user account
Passwords can be set to expire, forcing the user to change them, and can notify users a configurable
number of days out from this expiration

All of this builds on the core Drupal security features and password polices, but gives a higher level of
tuning and configuration. Each of these items is independently configurable, allowing the system to
accommodate more permissive environment while retaining a convenience feature (such as automatic log outs
and
forbidding
concurrent
sessions),
or
tightening
every
aspect
of
authentication.
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Audit and Accountability, IA = Identification and Authentication, SI = System
and
* Security Control

Measures

AC-7
(Unsuccessful Login
Attempts)

Failed Logon Attempts: Automatically lock user account after 3 consecutive failed logon
attempts within a 24-hour period.
Account Lockout: The automatic lockout period for accounts due to failed logon attempts
set for 20 minutes.
Account Lockout: Ability for help desk to unlock accounts before 20-minute automatic
unlock.
Failed Logon Attempts: Automatically lock user account after 5 consecutive failed logon
attempts during an unlimited time period.
Limit Concurrent Sessions: Concurrent sessions for authenticated users should be limited
to one.

AC-10
(Concurrent Session
Control)
AC-11
(Session Lock)
AU-2, AU-3, AU-8, AU-10
AU-11
(Auditable Events,
Content of Audit Records,
Time Stamps, Nonrepudiation, Audit
Record Retention)
IA-4
(Identifier Management)
IA-5
(Authenticator
Management)

IA-6
(Authenticator Feedback)
SI-10
(Information Input
Validation)

Session Inactivity: Automatically logout user after 20 minutes of inactivity.
Auditing: The CMS provides Drupal’s built in event logging, which includes time-stamped
logs for specified items.

Disable User ID Times: Make a user account inactive after 45 days of inactivity
Password Complexity Requirements:
 Passwords shall be a minimum of 8 characters
 Passwords shall contain a combination of alphabetic, numeric, and special
characters
 Passwords will be require to be changed every 90 days
Authenticator Feedback: Obscure characters when typing in passwords in form field
System Integrity: The information system checks information for accuracy, completeness,
validity, and authenticity
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Content Administration
Out of the box, Drupal provides content administration features, but the open source community has
developed and contributed back needed enhancements. The Workbench suite of modules (available only for
Drupal 7) enables extremely flexible and fined grained content creation and publication controls by way of
roles, site sections, content hierarchies, and workflow steps. This provides enhanced content administration,
making it easier and more secure for users to author, approve, edit, and publish content.
When creating and editing content, users will be asked to place the content in an editorial section.
Other users within that section or its parents will be able to edit this content. A user may be granted editorial
rights to a section specific to his/her account or by his/her assigned role on the site.
It’s worth noting that this solution controls access to content editing but it does not provide any content
filtering of access restrictions for users trying to view that content. Also, the solution supports Taxonomy and
Menu modules for the management of access hierarchies.
The following roles and permissions are emblematic of real-world user access controls in a Drupal CMS
and the table that follows illustrates a sampling of roles and permissions that can extend to support very finegrained access controls.
 Anonymous – Public users visiting a site automatically take on this non-logged-in role.
 Creator – Staff member who is able to author and edit his or her own content, but unable to publish.
This user would also not be able to make edits to the homepage, landing pages, or navigation menus.
 Editor – Staff member who is responsible for authoring, editing, and publishing content. This user
would also be able to make edits to the homepage and other landing pages, as well as the main
navigation of the site.
 Taxonomy Manager – Staff member who is able to edit controlled taxonomies This role will be
available to a select few for greater security and management of taxonomy.
 User Manager – Staff member that is able to add, edit, and delete users from the system.
 Site Manager – Staff member that is able to control admin-level aspects of the site’s presentation, but
not given access to critical role or security settings.
 Administrator – Technical staff member who is able to perform all tasks on the Drupal content
management system, including certain development-related activities.
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FIPS-140, SSL, and Open Software
Carl Springer, Georgia Tech Research Institute
Introduction
The use of cryptography is serious topic for federal customers. Moore’s law remains true, making nearsupercomputers easily accessible at reasonable prices. When processing capacity overtakes crypto strength,
many weak or semi-strong hashes (message authentication codes) and ciphers become breakable. The
combination of government or government-sponsored Internet resources being prime targets for crackers with
breakable cryptography raises the risk of breech beyond acceptable levels. Consequently, stringent vetting is
required for cryptographic software and MACs (message authentication codes aka hashes). Government
customers also require thorough procedures for implementing hardware and software systems as another risk
mitigation strategy. Open source products, in particular free open source products, can be at disadvantage to
commercial products due to the shortage of resources for certifications and other requirements for federal
adoption. The unfortunate irony is that as federal budgets shrink, deployment of open technology becomes
more attractive. This article discusses the state of open source cryptographic products and possible barriers to
widespread adoption.
Background
This section is provided for readers not familiar with FIPS standards and the procedures for delivering
hardware and software systems to US Government customers.
The US Government maintains standards for many aspects of information processing. Each FIPS
(Federal Information Processing Standard) document is numbered and represents a specific standard. For
example, FIPS 197 specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm. FIPS 140 is the standard for
properties of cryptography used in federal systems. It does not, however, contain specific methods, algorithms
or devices to be used. To view the entire list of FIPS publications, visit http://www.itl.nist.gov/fipspubs/bynum.htm.
A Journey of a Thousand Miles
To deliver hardware and software systems to US Government customers a set of specific procedures
must be followed. Most of the procedures require creating documents to demonstrate compliance with
security policies. The clearest way to describe the process is by way of example: assume University of
Wyoming (UW) researchers proposed successfully for a contract to create a new software system for the
Department of Health & Human Services (HHS). The system will include Linux servers, OSS (Open Source
Software) infrastructure components such as Apache, OpenLDAP, and MySQL in addition to custom software.
The equipment will be housed in UW datacenters and be accessible from the Internet. At a very high level, the
steps from project kickoff to ATO (Authority To Operate) include:
1. HHS conducts a risk assessment of the proposed system using procedures defined in NIST Special
Publication 800-30, “Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments” and assigns a categorization based on
FIPS Pub 99, “Standards for Security Categorization of Federal Information and Information
Systems”. Categorizations contain three ratings of the form Low/Medium/Low,
Low/Medium/Medium, etc.
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2. Based primarily on the categorization, HHS creates a template for the Security Plan (SP) containing
specific mandatory elements to be implemented and documented. Templates for higher risk systems
such as those containing personally identifying information (PII) or sensitive but unclassified (SBU)
information will contain more elements than for lower risk systems.
3. UW prepares voluminous documentation in response to the elements defined in the SP template.
Operational guides, user manuals, and technical documents are also created. It is not uncommon to
devote several man-months to documentation.
4. Concurrently, UW system administrators install equipment and software while developers create
custom software. Hardware, operating system, and infrastructure components are configured using
platform and version specific guidance and/or STIGs.
5. When ready, UW and HHS perform the Testing Readiness Review (TRR) which assesses system
functionality, document existence, etc.
6. Assuming a successful TRR, specific personnel from UW and HHS meet (typically at the installation
site) to begin the C&A audit. Among those required are the Information System Security Officer, the
lead system administrator, the lead developer, and the Compliance Officer. The Information System
Security Officer represents the UW team from a security administration and audit perspective and
the Compliance Officer represents USN from a compliance assurance perspective.
7. Using automated tools when possible and manual checks if necessary, the Compliance Officer
gathers configuration information to determine where compliance variances exist. No remediation of
findings is allowed at this time.
8. When all systems have been evaluated, the Compliance Officer creates reports for evaluation by USN
information security management.
9. USN information security management grants or denies ATO (Authority To Operate). A remediation
plan is created to address items found out-of-compliance. After remediation, UW submits proof of
compliance to USN which usually leads to ATO.
Terms and Acronyms
SP (formerly SSP)

C&A audit

SBU

PII

Comprehensive security plan for software and/or hardware. The SP details
the physical environment into which the new system will be installed, all
cryptographic tools in use, all products and versions used, firmware levels
for all hardware, backup procedures, etc. The response to each template
element must address what a given action or evaluation is, who will perform
or verify the action, when the action or activity will take place, and how the
action or evaluation will be deemed successful. This document delves into
excruciating detail and is often hundreds of pages in length.
Certification and Accreditation audit. Multi-day period during which all
equipment and software is examined to evaluate compliance with
configuration requirements and conformance with SP.
Sensitive but unclassified. This designation is an umbrella term for many
non-classified yet restricted levels of access including FOUO (For Official Use
Only). SBU designated materials are exempt from Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) requests and may include personally identifiable information
(PII) or location specifics.
Personally identifiable information. Data elements specifically identifying a
person or those that are sensitive such as social security numbers. In many
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Guidance

STIG

TRR

cases, federal employee names and contact information are considered PII.
Document enumerating the required configuration steps for a specific piece
of equipment or software. These documents are often produced by vendors
or NIST. Defense-oriented installations reference STIGs which perform the
same function.
Security Technical Implementation Guide. Typically found in the military
world, STIGs specify the required configuration for IT hardware and
software.
Testing readiness review. This formal procedure is a list of steps to evaluate
the state of system documentation and equipment/software configuration.
When the system successfully passes the TRR, changes are locked out and the
C&A audit officially begins.
Table 1: Helpful Definitions

FIPS Certification
FIPS certification (or validation) is often viewed as the gold standard for crypto products used by
federal agencies. Not a measure of quality or overall product security, FIPS-140 certification simply means the
cryptographic algorithms used in a particular module correctly satisfy the requirements specified in FIPS Pub
140 (now in its second revision and known as FIPS 140-2). The distinction between a module and an algorithm
is important: a module is an implementation of the mathematical transformations specified by an algorithm.
Specific algorithms receive their own FIPS number, e.g. Secure Hash Standard (SHS) is documented in FIPS
Pub 180-3. If a product is certified, deploying it is very attractive since no waivers or additional paperwork are
typically required. In some cases, only FIPS certified products are permitted which can severely restrict
technology
options.
The
list
of
validated
products
is
maintained
by
NIST
at
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/documents/140-1/140val-all.htm.
To become FIPS 140 certified, a vendor must submit their product to a laboratory approved by the
NIST Cryptographic Module Validation Program. The certification process is expensive (at least $50,000) with
the cost borne by the submitter. Certification times vary but can take month(s) to year(s) depending on the size
of the submission, the backlog of tests, etc. For F/OSS (Free & Open Source Software) products the cost and
effort required typically necessitate benefactor sponsorship for validation. In the case of Linux, the only
distribution with FIPS validation is RedHat. As for the three most widely used crypto packages, versions of
OpenSSL and NSS are validated whereas no version of GnuTLS is validated. To get a feel for the intricacies of
certification, take a look at the FAQ http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/documents/CMVPFAQ.pdf.
The Department of Homeland Security’s HOST program partially sponsored at least one of OpenSSL’s
FIPS-140 certification.
FIPS Mode
Validated software typically operates in one of two modes: FIPS-compliant and non-FIPS compliant. A
configuration option often requiring a restart selects the mode of operation. When in FIPS mode, ciphers and
hashes are restricted to only those meeting FIPS 140-2. Equally importantly, non-approved ciphers are
disabled. The deliberate selection of FIPS mode exists because the ubiquitous MD5 hash is disallowed and
many software components may require reconfiguration or rework.
For OSS compiled from source, there are often flags passed to the configuration or build process to
include FIPS processing. For example, Apache 2.2 allows specifying –DHAVE_FIPS to define a compile time
conditional.
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Not Just Grab-N-Go
To make the situation more complicated, it may not be possible to just download the source, compile,
and enjoy all the FIPS approved crypto goodness. For OpenSSL, the validated components must be added into
the standard distribution. The separation exists to allow any version of OpenSSL to work with previously
validated encryption algorithms, a brilliantly conceived plan in principle that can crash and burn in
implementation. Case in point: building Apache 2.2 against OpenSSL 1.0 with the OpenSSL-FIPS 1.2
extensions on 64-bit RHEL5 (or RHEL6) fails with a long list of assembler errors due to the use of 32-bit
constants where 64-bit values are now expected. Since changing the source in any way invalidates the FIPS
certification the only option (until the recent update to the FIPS extensions) was to generate 32-bit software.
Using NSS can sometimes be simpler because specific versions of NSS are validated. Of course, this is
also a hindrance if a feature in a later version is required but FIPS validation of the later version is pending.
Of Lags and Inconsistent Requirements
The SSL cookie vulnerability revealed at the Ekoparty conference September 23, 2011 and known as
BEAST (Browser Exploit Against SSL/TLS) was a rude wake-up call to Internet users worldwide. Affecting all
versions of SSL as well as TLS 1.0, BEAST breaks through the encryption veil once thought drum-tight. BEAST
is effective only under a very specific set of circumstances, but nevertheless gives crackers a formidable
weapon since the flaw is not with a product, but with the protocols themselves. Government agencies now
request all secure HTTP protocols be disallowed except TLS 1.2. Sounds simple, but although TLS 1.2‘s
standard was specified in 2008 support by browsers is still not ubiquitous. Worse, until mid-2012 the only
available server-side implementation was GnuTLS. Since government customers require FIPS-140 validated
cryptography newer versions of NSS and OpenSSL (supporting TLS 1.2) join GnuTLS on the unapproved for
implementation list. To add yet more fuel to the fire, only mid-2012 did the widely used Apache webserver
software support directives to control TLS versions to exclude all but version 1.2. As this article is being
written, the researchers responsible for BEAST plan to reveal another vulnerability dubbed CRIME.
Unfortunately, CRIME affects all TLS and SSL versions, including TLS 1.2!
Paying The Piper
For open source software to expand its footprint in government (at least in the United States) validated
cryptographic software must continue to be available. To remain competitive with proprietary alternatives
able to afford certification costs, funding from sponsors, partners, and donors must continue to support
validation efforts. Thankfully, thus far public and private sector sponsors have recognized the value of the
products as well as the importance of validation by funding certification efforts.
Open Source Is Good For National Security
The quality of OpenSSL, NSS, or GnuTLS (and others) is not in question thanks to longstanding track
records. Cryptologists believe repeated examination and analysis enforce the strength of algorithms and
implementations. The large number of developers for each product is an advantage since many eyes have
examined the code. Conversely, the closed nature of proprietary software precludes the depth of analysis of
open alternatives.
Many aspects of current operating environments rely on cryptographic modules to maintain security:
authentication, sensitive web traffic, private email, etc. Plenty of free and open source alternatives are available
which allow customers to implement the most fitting solution at the lowest cost. Federal customers are
required to follow rigorous standards which restrict the eligible options. Without continued support for FIPS
140-2 validated cryptography, the only options will be proprietary which is a frightening thought for a country
that places high value on competition.
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cybersecurity solutions developed and distributed as open source software tools and applications.
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ATTENDEES
Richard Arnold

CyberPoint International, LLC

Michael Atkins

Incident Logic LLC

Gary Baham
Stewart Baker
David Balenson
Brad Barkett
Daniel Bender

Century Alternatives Inc.
Steptoe & Johnson LLP
SRI International
Sprint
Veracode

Luke Berndt

DHS

Mark Bohannon

Redhat

Kimberly Bowmaster

PROTEUS Technologies

Joseph Broghamer

DHS

Amelia Brown

DHS S&T

Edwin Brown

SAS Federal

Deborah Bryant
Joshua Davis
James De Rienzo
Paul Decker
Diana DuMont
Tom Dunn
Charmaine Edwards

Bryant Group
Georgia Tech Research Institute
DOE
Secure Mission Solutions
BRTRC
GTRI
BAE Systems

John Farrell
Peter Fucci
Thomas Hallewell

Safer Institute
USCIS

Kate Hartman

OWASP

Neil Howard

Independent Researcher (Retired Military)

Joe Jarzombek
Harold Jones
Leslie-Ann Kellan

NPPD/CS&C
BAE Systems
HP- Enterprise Security Products

Victor Kuechler

Bryant Group

Miron Livny

Morgridge Institute for Research

Shamun Mahmud
Philip Marshall
Douglas Maughan
Jason McMillan
Michael Nescot

DLT Solutions
Black Duck Software
DHS S&T
Palo Technologies
JBS International

Chib Nwaeze
Kerim Ozden

Comsource

Dmitri Pal

Redhat

Claudia Petty

CGI

Michael Richey

Scineer Scientific Engineering LLC

John Sayre
Matthew Scholl

Hewlett-Packard
National Institute of Standards and Technology
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Talin Tasciyan
Patrick Tonui
Philip Tricca
Joseph Verscharen
Kenneth Warren
John Weathersby

ImgMed LLC
Maryland Department of Business & Economic Development
Citrix Systems
CPSC
Orbis Technologies, Inc.
Open Source Software Institute

Kristen Wecht

Embedded Systems Design, Inc.

Mark Wecht

Embedded Systems Design, Inc

David Wheeler

IDA

Dave Wichers

OWASP

John Williams

CyVision Technologies, Inc

Greg Wilson

Phase2 Technology

Peter Wong

The Soter Group

Winston Messer
Shawn Mole
Lindsey Panetta
Brian Tague

OSSI
Phase 2 Technologies
GTRI
Tuorret Tech

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
For more information on any of the 2012 Summit content, or if you are interested in participation in the 2013
Open Cybersecurity Summit, please contact the HOST program at the email address below.
HOST Program:
Program info on the web: http://www.cyber.st.dhs.gov/host/
Email : host@hq.dhs.gov
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PRESENTATION SLIDES
(See below)
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Homeland Security Advanced Research Projects Agency

DHS S&T Mission

Cyber Security Division Overview

Strengthen America’s security and resiliency by providing
knowledge products and innovative technology solutions for
the Homeland Security Enterprise

Luke Berndt

1) Create new technological capabilities and knowledge products

Program Manager

2) Provide Acquisition Support and Operational Analysis
3) Provide process enhancements and gain efficiencies

October 18, 2012

4) Evolve US understanding of current and future homeland security risks and
opportunities

http://www.cyber.st.dhs.gov

2

CSD Programs and Relationships - Across Layers

CSD R&D Execution Model
Successes
•

Ironkey – Secure USB
–

•

Cyber Economic Incentives
Moving Target Defense
Tailored Trustworthy
Spaces
Leap Ahead Technologies
Transition To Practice

Acquired by Microsoft

HBGary – Memory and Malware
Analysis
–

Over 100 pilot deployments as
part of Cyber Forensics

•

Endeavor Systems – Malware
Analysis tools

•

Stanford – Anti-Phishing
Technologies

•

Secure Decisions – Data
Visualization

–

Example: DARPA has provided $9M to CSD for
development and transition of Military Networking
Protocol (MNP) technology and has started discussions
for testing and evaluation of Automated Malware
Analysis technology

PEOPLE

Komoku – Rootkit Detection
Technology
–

•

Standard Issue to S&T
employees from S&T CIO

–

–

Software Quality Assurance
Homeland Open Security
Technology
Assessments & Evaluations
Experiments & Pilots

Acquired by McAfee

Open source; most browsers
have included Stanford R&D

Software Assurance

DHS, FSSCC

Enterprise-Level Security Metrics

DHS, FSSCC

TTA-3

Usable Security

DHS, FSSCC

TTA-4

Insider Threat

DHS, FSSCC

TTA-5

Resilient Systems and Networks

DHS, FSSCC

TTA-6

Modeling of Internet Attacks

DHS

TTA-7

Network Mapping and Measurement

DHS

TTA-8

Incident Response Communities

DHS

TTA-9

Cyber Economics

CNCI

TTA-10

Digital Provenance

CNCI

TTA-11

Hardware-Enabled Trust

CNCI

TTA-12

Moving Target Defense

CNCI

TTA-13

Nature-Inspired Cyber Health

CNCI

TTA-14

Software Assurance MarketPlace (SWAMP)

 1003 White Papers
 224 Full Proposals encouraged

Process Control Systems
Internet Measurement & Attack
Modeling

Experimental Research Testbed
Research Data Repository
Software Quality Assurance (SWAMP)

BAA 11-02 Technical Topic Areas (TTAs)
TTA-2

INFRASTRUCTURE

Secure Protocols

RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE

Pilot with DHS/NCSD/US-CERT;
Acquisition

TTA-1

SYSTEMS

Identity Management
Enterprise Level Security Metrics &
Usability
Data Privacy
Cyber Forensics
Competitions - Education

Cyber Security Program Areas
 Research Infrastructure to Support Cybersecurity (RISC)
 Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure (TCI)
 Foundational Elements of Cyber Systems (FECS)
 Cybersecurity User Protection and Education (CUPE)
 Cyber Technology Evaluation and Transition (CTET)

S&T

 Int’l participation from AUS,
UK, CA, NL, SWE
5
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Research Infrastructure (RISC)

Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure

 Experimental Research Testbed (DETER)

 Secure Protocols

 Researcher and vendor-neutral experimental infrastructure

 DNSSEC – Domain Name System Security

 Used by over 200 organizations from more than 20 states and 17 countries
 Used by over 40 classes, from 30 institutions involving 2,000+ students

 Govt and private sector worked together to make this happen
 Started in 2004; now 35 top level domains adopted globally including the Root

 http://www.deter-project.org

 SPRI – Secure Protocols for Routing Infrastructure

 Research Data Repository (PREDICT)

 Process Control Systems

 Repository of network data for use by the U.S.- based cyber security
research community

 LOGIIC – Linking Oil & Gas Industry to Improve Cybersecurity
 Consortium of 5 super major O&G companies partnered with DHS

 More than 200 users (academia, industry, gov’t); Over 5TB of network data;
Tools are used by major service providers and many companies
 Phase 2: New datasets, ICTR Ethics, International (CA, AUS, JP, EU)

 TCIPG – Trustworthy Computing Infrastructure for the Power Grid
 Partnered with DOE, Advisory Board of 30+ private sector companies

 Internet Measurement and Attack Modeling

 https://www.predict.org






 Software Assurance Market Place (SWAMP)
 A software assurance testing and evaluation facility and the associated
research infrastructure services
 New FY12 initiative

Geographic mapping of Internet resources
Logically and/or physically connected maps of Internet resources
Monitoring and archiving of BGP route information
Co-funding with Australia

7

8

Foundational Elements (FECS)

Cybersecurity Users (CUPE)

 Enterprise Level Security Metrics and Usability
 Homeland Open Security Technology (HOST)
 Software Quality Assurance

 Cyber Security Competitions
 National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE)
 NCCDC (Collegiate); U.S. Cyber Challenge (High School)

 Cyber Security Forensics

 S2ERC – Security and Software Engineering Research Center

 Support to DHS and other Law Enforcement
customers (USSS, CBP, ICE, FBI, CIA)

 Cyber Economic Incentives (CNCI)
 New FY12 Initiative

 Identity Management &
Data Privacy Technologies

 Leap Ahead Technologies (CNCI)
 Moving Target Defense (CNCI)

 National Strategy for Trusted
Identities in Cyberspace
(NSTIC)

 New FY12 Initiative

 Tailored Trustworthy Spaces (CNCI)
 New FY12 Initiative

9

Evaluation and Transition (CTET)
 Assessment and Evaluations
 Red Teaming of DHS S&T-funded technologies
 Support of the Security Innovation Network (SINET)



Annual IT Security Entrepreneurs’ Forum
Quarterly Information Security Technology Transition Council (ITTC)
meetings

 Experiments and Pilots
 Experimental Deployment of DHS S&T-funded technologies into
operational environments


Partnerships with ICE, USSS, CBP, NCSD, S&T CIO

 Distributed Environment for Critical Incident Decision-making Exercises
(DECIDE) Tool for Finance Sector to conduct risk management
exercises and identify improvements

 Transition to Practice (CNCI)
 New FY12 Initiative

11
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The OWASP
Foundation

BRIEF HISTORY

www.owasp.org

OWASP
The world’s largest
open source web application
security project
Dave Wichers
OWASP Board Member
OWASP Top 10 Project Lead
COO, Aspect Security
dave.wichers@owasp.org

• Founded 2002, Incorporated as 501c3 Non-Profit 2004
• Initial Key Projects
• OWASP Developers Guide
• OWASP Top 10
• Now 140+ Projects
• Conferences Series Launched in 2004
• Now 4 International Events
• Dozen+ regional events each year
• Chapters launched in 2004
• Now 170+ Chapters around the world
• Virtually all work done by Volunteers – only 4 employees

CORE MISSION

CORE VALUES

• Worldwide charitable organization focused on
improving the security of software

• OPEN Everything at OWASP is radically transparent

• Our mission is to make application security visible

• INNOVATION OWASP encourages and supports
innovation/experiments for solutions to software
security challenges.

• Help people and organizations can make informed
decisions about true application security risks

from our finances to our code.

• Everyone is welcome to participate in OWASP

• GLOBAL Anyone around the world is encouraged to
participate in the OWASP community.

• All of our tools and materials are available under
free and open software or documentation
licenses

• INTEGRITY OWASP is an honest and truthful, vendor
agnostic, global community.

4

Conferences

~113 Active Projects

Sweden
June 2010

• PROTECT - These are tools and documents that
can be used to guard against security-related
design and implementation flaws.

• DETECT - These are tools and documents that can
be used to find security-related design and
implementation flaws.

• LIFE CYCLE - These are tools and documents that
can be used to add security-related activities into
the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC).

Minnesota
Sep 2011
NYC
Sep 2008
San Jose
Sep 2010
Austin, TX
Oct 2012

DC
Nov 2009

Brussels
May 2008

Poland
May 2009
Greece
July 2012

Ireland
May 2011

Asia
Nov 2011

Israel
Sep 2008-11

Brazil
Oct 2011

Uruguay
Nov 2012

Sydney
Mar 2012

Local Chapters

OWASP Members

30,000+ Participants
50+ Paid Corporate Supporters
50+ Academic Supporters

174 active chapters, with 388 chapter leaders
Each with Chapter and/or Regional Events

OWASP Indiv. Member Distribution

Some Flagship Projects

Corporate Supporters

Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP)
Main Features

Technology

• Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP)
• Enterprise Security API
Documents

• Top 10: 2003, 2004, 2007, 2010,  2013
• Prevention Cheat Sheets
• Developers Guide
• Code Review Guide
• Testing Guide

• Intercepting Proxy
• Active and Passive Scanners
• Spider
• Report Generation
• Brute Force (using OWASP DirBuster code)
• Fuzzing (using fuzzdb & OWASP JBroFuzz)
• Extensibility
• www.owasp.org/index.php/ZAP

ZAP
OWASP Core Documentation Projects
Top 10

Cheat Sheet Series

Developers
Guide

OWASP Top Ten (2010 Edition)

http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_10

Prevention Cheat Sheets
www.owasp.org/index.php/Cheat_Sheets

Code
Review
Guide

Testing
Guide

# 1:XSS Prevention Cheat Sheet

www.owasp.org/index.php/XSS_Prevention

Developers Guide
 The First OWASP ‘Guide’
 Complements
OWASP Top 10
 310p Book (on wiki too)
 Many contributors
 Apps and web services
 Most platforms
 Examples are J2EE, ASP.NET,
and PHP

 Unfortunately Outdated
 Project Leader and Editor
 Andrew van der Stock,
vanderaj@owasp.org

Code Review Guide
 Most comprehensive open
source secure code review
guide on the web
 Years of development effort
 Version 1.1 produced during
2008
 Numerous contributors
 Version 2.0 effort launched in
2012
 Project Leader and Editor
 Eoin Keary,
eoin.keary@owasp.org
www.owasp.org/index.php/Code_Review_Guide

Testing Guide
 Most comprehensive open
source secure testing guide
on the web
 Years of development effort
 Version 3.0 produced 2008
 Version 4.0 effort launched
2012
 Dozens of contributors
 Project Leader and Editor
 Matteo Meucci,
 matteo.meucci@owasp.org
www.owasp.org/index.php/Testing_Guide

Outline
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• Competition & Federal Government 101
• OSS: What, how developed, why government cares
• History of OSS & DoD

Open Source Software
(OSS or FLOSS) and the
U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)

o MITRE study, DoD 2009 OSS policy memo, OTD

• Countering myths
• Open Technology Development
• OSS licensing

Dr. David A. Wheeler
dwheeler @ ida . org
2012-08-15
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U.S. federal government
acquisition 101 (grossly simplified)
Constitution

o One will supply all food needs for a whole year, first one $1
o but there’s a catch...

U.S. Federal
Government

Law (US Code)
Regulations, incl.
Federal Acquisition
Regulation (FAR)

 Can only eat magic cookies (everything else poisonous afterwards)
 There is only one supplier of magic cookies
 Think it’ll be $1 next year?

Executive

Legislative

Judicial

• Dependence on single supplier is a security problem
o Not attacking suppliers… need suppliers… not dependence on 1

Regulations, incl.
DoD FAR
Supplement (DFARS)

• Only a few IT strategies that counter dependency:
o
o
o
o

Build & control it yourself (expensive!)
Open systems/open standards
Open source software (sometimes confused with open systems)
Combination

Local regulations…

…
PM

Homeland
Security

Lead Contractor

[Cookie image by Bob Smith, released under CC Attribution 2.5 license]
14 November 2012

Defense

2

14 November 2012

…

1. Request for Proposal
2. Proposals Submitted
3. Contract Awarded
…
3

What is Open Source Software
(OSS)?

Competition is critical to the DoD
“Promote Real Competition. Real competition is the single
most powerful tool available to the Department to drive
productivity… I require a presentation of a competitive
strategy for each program at each Milestone… require
open systems architectures and set rules for acquisition of
technical data rights… to ensure sustained consideration of
competition…”

Subcontractors
Sub-subcontractors

State

• OSS: software licensed to users with these freedoms:
o to run the program for any purpose,
o to study and modify the program, and
o to freely redistribute copies of either the original or modified
program (without royalties to original author, etc.)

• Original term: “Free software” (confused with no-price)
• Other synonyms: libre sw, free-libre sw, FOSS, FLOSS

Source: “Better Buying
Power: Guidance for
Obtaining Greater
Efficiency and
Productivity in Defense
Spending”, Ashton B.
Carter, Sep 14, 2010

o OSS most common in DoD (I often use “FLOSS” to non-DoD)

• Antonyms: proprietary software, closed software
• Widely used; OSS #1 or #2 in many markets
o “… plays a more critical role in the DoD than has generally been
recognized.” [MITRE 2003]

• Not non-commercial; OSS almost always commercial
14 November 2012
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Department Branch

The magic cookie parable
• Have a magic cookie!

1

14 November 2012
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Why government use/create OSS?
Reasons follow from the definition

Typical OSS development model

• Can evaluate in detail, lowering risk
Improvements (as source code) and
evaluation results: User as Developer

Developer
Development
Community

Trusted
Developer

Bug Reports

o Can see if meets needs (security, etc.)
o Mass peer review typically greatly increases quality/security
o Aids longevity of records, government transparency

• Can copy at no additional charge (lower TCO)
o Support may have per-use charges (compete-able)

Trusted
Repository

Distributor
User
“Stone soup development”
• OSS users typically use software without paying licensing fees
• OSS users typically pay for training & support (competed)
• OSS users are responsible for paying/developing new improvements &
any evaluations that they need; often cooperate with others to do so
• Goal: Active development community (like a consortium)
14 November 2012
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• Can share development costs with other users
• Can modify for special needs & to counter attacks
o Even if you’re the only one who needs the modification

• Control own destiny: Freedom from vendor lock-in,
vendor abandonment, conflicting vendor goals, etc.
In many cases, OSS approaches have the potential to
increase functionality, quality, and flexibility, while
lowering cost and development time

14 November 2012

Why would contractors
use/develop OSS?
• Same list as previous, plus...
• OSS use—similar advantages to use of proprietary
commercial item
o Competitive advantage (if uses & others don’t), because shared
development of item across many users (cost, time, quality,
innovation) tends to produce better results
o Can focus on problem not lower-level issues (if everyone uses)
o Avoids risks of depending on proprietary commercial items

7

Government: Comparing GOTS,
COTS Proprietary, and COTS OSS
Support
Strategy

Cost

Flexibility

Risks

Governmentowned / GOTS

High

High

Become obsolescent
(government bears all
costs & can’t afford them)

COTS –
Proprietary

Medium*

Low

Abandonment & *high
cost if monopoly

COTS – OSS

Low*

High

*As costly as GOTS if fail
to build/work with dev.
community

 Proprietary third-party: Vendor lock-in risks (costs, abandon,...)
 A contractor: All other contractors will avoid (to avoid the risk of
complete dependence on a direct competitor), inhibiting sharing

OSS is not always the right answer...
but it’s clear why it’s worth considering
(both reusing OSS and creating new/modified OSS)

• OSS development: First-mover advantage
o First one to release defines architecture & has best expertise in
the OSS component, leading to competitive advantage
14 November 2012
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14 November 2012

DoD 2009 OSS policy memo (1)

COTS = Commercial Off-the-Shelf
GOTS = Government Off-the-Shelf

9

DoD 2009 OSS policy memo (2)

“Clarifying Guidance Regarding OSS” (Oct 16, 2009):
a. In almost all cases, OSS meets the definition of “commercial
computer software” and shall be given appropriate statutory
preference in accordance with 10 USC 2377…
b. Executive agencies, including the DoD, are required to conduct
market research [which should] include OSS… There are positive
aspects of OSS that should be considered…
c. DoDI8500.2 control “DCPD-1 Public Domain Software Controls,”
doesn’t forbid the use of OSS
d. Ensure that the plan for software support (e.g., commercial or
Government program office support) is adequate for mission need.
e. Government is not always obligated to distribute the source code of
any modified OSS to the public

e. Software source code and associated design documents are
“data”… and therefore shall be shared across the DoD as widely as
possible
f. Software items, including code fixes and enhancements,
developed for the Government should be released to the public
(such as under an open source license) when:

14 November 2012

14 November 2012
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1.

2.
3.

The project manager, program manager, or other comparable official
determines that it is in the Government’s interest to do so, such as
through the expectation of future enhancements by others.
The Government has the rights to reproduce and release the item,
and to authorize others to do so.
The public release of the item is not restricted by other law or
regulation

11

Myth: OSS is non-commercial.
Reality: OSS is commercial (1)
• Nearly all OSS are commercial items, & if extant, COTS
• U.S. Law (41 USC 403), FAR, & DFARS

• OSS projects seek improvements = financial gain per

o Commercial item is “(1) Any item, other than real property, that is
of a type customarily used by the general public or by nongovernmental entities for purposes [not government-unique], and
(i) Has been sold, leased, or licensed to the general public; or (ii)
Has been offered for sale, lease, or license to the general
public... (3) [Above with] (i) Modifications of a type customarily
available in the commercial marketplace; or (ii) Minor
modifications…”
o Intentionally broad; "enables the Government to take greater
advantage of the commercial marketplace” [DoD AT&L]

• Confirmed by DoD “Clarifying Guidance Regarding OSS”
(Oct 16, 2009) & Navy “OSS Guidance” (June 5, 2007)
14 November 2012

Myth: OSS is non-commercial.
Reality: OSS is commercial (2)

12

o 17 USC 101: “financial gain” inc. “receipt, or expectation of
receipt, of anything of value, including the receipt of other
copyrighted works.”

• OMB Memo M-03-14: Commercial software, OSS
support
• Important because U.S. Law (41 USC 403), FAR,
DFARS require preference of commercial items (inc.
COTS) & NDI:
o Agencies must “(a) Conduct market research to determine [if]
commercial items or nondevelopmental items are available …
(b) Acquire [them when available] (c) Require prime contractors
and subcontractors at all tiers to incorporate, to the maximum
extent practicable, [them] as components...”
14 November 2012

Myth: OSS is non-commercial.
Reality: OSS is commercial (3)
• Many OSS projects supported by commercial companies
o IBM, Red Hat (solely OSS, market cap $4.3B), Novell, Microsoft
(WiX, IronPython, SFU, Codeplex site)

• Big money in OSS companies

13

Watch your language
In a US government context, never say nonsense like:
“Open source software or commercial software”
Instead, say:
“Commercial software, including proprietary and open
source software, …”

o Citrix bought XenSource ($500 million), Red Hat bought JBoss
($350 million), ...
o IBM reports invested $1B in 2001, made it back in 2002
o Venture capital invested $1.44B in OSS 2001-2006 [InfoWorld]

• Paid developers
o Linux: 37K/38K changes; 70%+ of its developers paid to do it
o Apache: >1000 committers, 1 unpaid

• OSS licenses/projects approve of commercial support
• Sell service/hw, commoditize complements, avoid costs
• Use COTS/NDI because users share costs – OSS does!

14 November 2012
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Myth: OSS conflicts with DoDD
8500.1/DoDI 8500.2 DCPD-1
• DoDD 8500.1/DoDI 8500.2 DCPD-1 "Public Domain
Software Controls” often misinterpreted

Myth: OSS = Open standards.
Reality: Different, yet compatible
• Open System = “A system that employs modular design, uses
widely supported and consensus based standards for its key
interfaces, and has been subjected to successful V&V tests to
ensure the openness of its key interfaces”. [DoD OSJTF]

o “Binary or machine executable ... software products and other
software products with limited or no warranty such as those
commonly known as freeware or shareware are not [to be] used
in DoD information systems ...” don’t stop here!
o “[because they’re] difficult or impossible to review, repair, or
extend, given that the Government does not have access to the
original source code and there is no owner who could make
such repairs on behalf of the Government.”

o Open systems require open standards
o Counter dependency only if competing marketplace of replaceable
components. “Standards exist to encourage & enable multiple
implementations” [Walli]

• Governments widely view open systems as critically necessary
o DoD Directive 5000.1: “shall be employed, where feasible”
o European Commission – major policy thrust
o “guidance needs to focus on open standards”

• Clearly doesn’t apply to OSS – source code is available
o Applies to abandoned binary-only. OSS is not freeware
o NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-53 rev 3 in “Software usage
restrictions” is much clearer
14 November 2012
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• Greater interoperability & flexibility, lower costs, higher security, ...
• Open systems/open standards & open source software:
o Work well together; both strategies for reducing dependency
o Not the same thing
16

14 November 2012
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Myth: OSS always unreliable
Reality: OSS often very reliable
• Fuzz studies found OSS apps
significantly more reliable [U Wisconsin]

• Extreme claims
o “OSS is always more secure”
o “Proprietary is always more secure”

o Proprietary Unix failure rate: 28%,23%
o OSS: Slackware Linux 9%, GNU utilities 6%
o Windows: 100%; 45% if forbid certain Win32 message formats

• Reality: Neither OSS nor proprietary always better
o Some specific OSS programs are more secure than their
competing proprietary competitors
o Include OSS options when acquiring, then evaluate

• IIS web servers >2x downtime of Apache [Syscontrol
AG]
• Linux kernel TCP/IP had smaller defect density
[Reasoning]
1

• There is a security principle that gives OSS a potential
advantage: “Open design principle”
o “The protection mechanism must not depend on attacker
ignorance” [Saltzer & Schroeder, 1974/1975]

Proprietary Average (0.55, 0.41)

0.5
0

Reported

Repaired

Myth: OSS always insecure

• Assume nothing; evaluate specific products

Linux kernel (0.10, 0.013)

14 November 2012
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Myth: OSS always or never
more secure

A few other myths...
• Extreme claims

• Myth: OSS unsupported
o Businesses support OSS. Red Hat, Novell, HP, IBM, DMSolutions,
SourceLabs, OpenLogic, Carahsoft, ...
o Community support often good; 1997 InfoWorld “Best Technical
Support” award won by Linux User Community

o “OSS is always more secure”
o “Proprietary is always more secure”

• Reality: Neither OSS nor proprietary always better

• Myth: Only programmers care about software licenses

o Some specific OSS programs are more secure than their
competing proprietary competitors
o Include OSS options when acquiring, then evaluate

o Bob Young: “Would you buy a car with the hood welded shut?... We
demand the ability to open the hood... because it gives us, the
consumer, control over [what] we’ve bought ... [if a dealer] overcharges
us, won’t fix the problem... or refuses to install [something, others]
would be happy to have our business”

• There is a principle that gives OSS a potential
advantage…

• Myth: Developers just (inexperienced) college students
o BCG study: Average OSS developer 30yrs old, 11yrs experience

• Myth: OSS is no cost
o Training, support, transition, etc. are not free-of-cost
o Competition often produces lower TCO & higher ROI for OSS
14 November 2012
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Open design:
A security fundamental
• Saltzer & Schroeder [1974/1975] - Open design principle
o the protection mechanism must not depend on attacker
ignorance

21

Problems with hiding source &
vulnerability secrecy
• Hiding source doesn’t halt attacks
o Presumes you can keep source secret
 Attackers may extract or legitimately get it

• OSS better fulfills this principle
• Security experts perceive OSS advantage

o Dynamic attacks don’t need source or binary
 Observing output from inputs sufficient for attack

o Static attacks can use pattern-matches against binaries
o Source can be regenerated by disassemblers & decompilers
sufficiently to search for vulnerabilities
o “Security by Obscurity” widely denigrated

o Bruce Schneier: “demand OSS for anything related to security”
o Vincent Rijmen (AES): “forces people to write more clear code &
adhere to standards”
o Whitfield Diffie: “it’s simply unrealistic to depend on secrecy for
security”

• Hiding source slows vulnerability response
• Vulnerability secrecy doesn’t halt attacks

• Assume nothing; evaluate specific products

o Vulnerabilities are a time bomb and are likely to be rediscovered
by attackers
o Brief secrecy works (10-30 days), not months/year
14 November 2012
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Can “security by obscurity” be a
basis for security?
• “Security by Obscurity” can work, but iff:

• Experienced developers who understand security
produce better results

o Keeping secret actually improves security
o You can keep the critical information a secret

o Experience & knowledge are critical, but...
o OSS developers often very experienced & knowledgeable too
(BCG study: average 11yrs experience, 30 yrs old) – often same
people

• For obscurity itself to give significant security:
o Keep source secret from all but a few people. Never sell or
reveal source to many. E.G.: Classify
o Keep binary secret; never sell binary to outsiders

• Proprietary developers higher quality?
o Dubious; OSS often higher reliability, security
o Market rush often impairs proprietary quality

 Use software protection mechanisms (goo, etc.)
 Remove software binary before exporting system

o Do not allow inputs/outputs of program to be accessible by
others – no Internet/web access

• No guarantee OSS is widely reviewed
o True! Unreviewed OSS may be very insecure
o Also true for proprietary (rarely reviewed!). Check it!

• Incompatible with off-the-shelf development approaches
o Fine for (custom) classified software, but that’s costly

• Can sue vendor if insecure/inadequate

• Proprietary software can be secure – but not this way
14 November 2012

Proprietary advantages? Not really

24

o Nonsense. EULAs forbid, courts rarely accept, costly to sue with
25
improbable results, you want sw not a suit

14 November 2012

OSS Security Preconditions
(Unintentional vulnerabilities)
• Developers/reviewers need security knowledge

• “Anyone can modify OSS, including attackers”
o Actually, you can modify proprietary programs too… just use a
hex editor. Legal niceties not protection!
o Trick is to get result into user supply chain
o In OSS, requires subverting/misleading the trusted developers or
trusted repository/distribution…
o and no one noticing the public malsource later

o Knowledge more important than licensing

• People have to actually review the code
o Reduced likelihood if niche/rarely-used, few developers, rare
computer language, not really OSS
o More contributors, more review
 Is it truly community-developed?

• Different threat types: Individual...nation-state
• Distributed source aids detection
• Large community-based OSS projects tend to have
many reviewers from many countries

o Review really does happen
 Tool vendors: Coverity, Fortify, etc.
 Review projects: OpenBSD, Debian Security Audit, ...
 Project-specific: Mozilla bounty, etc.

• Problems must be fixed

o Makes undetected subversion more difficult
o Consider supplier as you would proprietary software
o Risk larger for small OSS projects

o Far better to fix before deployment
o If already deployed, need to deploy fix
14 November 2012
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Malicious code & OSS
• OSS repositories demo great resilience vs. attacks
o Linux kernel (2003); hid via “= instead of ==”
 Attack failed (CM, developer review, conventions)

o SourceForge/Apache (2001), Debian (2003)

• Countered & restored via external copy comparisons
• Malicious code can be made to look unintentional
o Techniques to counter unintentional still apply
o Attacker could try to work around tools... but for OSS won't know
what tools will be used!

• Borland InterBase/Firebird Back Door
o
o
o
o

user: politically, password: correct
Hidden for 7 years in proprietary product
Found after release as OSS in 5 months
Unclear if malicious, but has its form

14 November 2012

Inserting malicious code & OSS:
Basic concepts

28

14 November 2012
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The Case for Real-time File Analytics
• Signatures don’t protect against emergent or polymorphic attacks
• Code analysis is a specialized asset – thorough but slow
• Real-time file analytics can provide actionable alerts in seconds!

Adding Real-time File Analytics to the
Open Source Suricata Platform
10/18/2012
Dr. Harold Jones
harold.jones@baesystems.com

October 2012

© BAE Systems 2012 – All rights reserved

October 2012
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Our File Analytics Solutions
Why Open Source? Why Suricata?

Tools from NIDAR-FX product line

• PESCAN: Analyzes PE meta-data for
structural features, numerical properties
& import lists.
Computes a risk metric (PEScore).

• USG adaptation of OS is significant …and growing
• Supportive policies beginning to emerge
• Why Suricata?
1. A next-generation architecture ideal for
big data environments
2. Robust file extraction to drive content-based
advanced analytics
3. Multi-thread, multi-core enables real-time
analytics on large pipes

• MailSCAN: A phishing forensics tool.
Decodes e-mails; extracts URLs & PEs.
• SplunkTM data mining engine for
analytics, malware classification
• Operationally-validated

– Maintained by Open Information Security
Foundation (OISF)
– Sponsored by DHS/DS&T Homeland Open
Security Technology (HOST)
– GPL license

• Migrating to SuricataTM IDS engine
TM

Suricata is a trademark of the Open
Information Security Foundation (OISF)
October 2012

© BAE Systems 2012 – All rights reserved
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October 2012

© BAE Systems 2012 – All rights reserved

Suricata-driven Intrusion Detection

Advanced File Analytics with Suricata

Fully open-source file analytics

Splunk data mining and malware classification

Suricata installed on
50,000 node network
Mostly DNS updates

High-risk PEs

High-risk PEs

OS GUI for event
handling, sensor &
policy mgmt

Testing alternative
rules, multi-core…
© BAE Systems 2012 – All rights reserved

October 2012

Suricata feeds
Splunk data
mining engine
Custom plug-ins
for forensics
analysis, PE
classification

Basic file analytics

October 2012

4

High-risk PEs

5

© BAE Systems 2012 – All rights reserved

High-risk PEs

October 2012

6

Summary
• BAE Systems has made a major commitment
to open source through our OSSI and OISF
relationships
• Suricata offers exciting opportunities for
dynamic file inspection in large data pipes

QUESTIONS?

• BAE Systems’ real-time malware analytics
(PESCAN) is effective against never-beforeseen code transiting the network
Dr. Harold Jones
harold.jones@baesystems.com
© BAE Systems 2012 – All rights reserved

October 2012
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FOSTERING AN INNOVATIVE SMART
CARD ENVIRONMENT

Who Are We?

SECURING OUR IDENTITY

DotCom’ers and former NGO ex-pats

WASHING TON, DC, 18 OCTOBER 2012

that ended up at disasters.
Why Smart Cards?
We had know idea who was who and what they were.
We had no standard way of keeping track of my folks.
There is no other open standard solution

Peter J. Fucci
President
Safer Institute

WHY IS IT NOT MORE WIDELY ADOPTED?
• Smart card technology is not new
• Smart card technology is as secure as its trust model
• Smart card technology has the ability to secure our digital identities
and attributes.

CHALLENGES 1-3
We will not be addressing here today .They are being worked on by multiple parties,
both public and private sector.

1. It is complex.
2. It involves policy which means a top
down approach.
3. We still talk to folks about CAs,
IDMSs, CRLs, and other relevant
technologies necessary (no one
understands this).
4. Working with smart cards is difficult.

WHY IS IT NOT MORE WIDELY ADOPTED?

MAKING IT EASIER TO WORK WITH
Getting developers to work with smart cards
Smart Card Libraries are not widely available
What does this do?
Causes the developer, focused on creating
business value, to focus on the details of
sending commands to smart cards . There is
NO value in this. This is “plumbing”.

MAKING IT EASIER TO WORK WITH
Getting developers to work with smart cards
These commands differ on the type of card,
the OS, and the standard, and even the
version of the standard.

These commands differ on the type of card,
the OS, and the standard

BCC – IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT
FOCUS SESSION
Problem
Statements
• Getting the right human resources to the right place at the right time are
challenges exacerbated by a disaster or large-scale medical emergency.
• Technology utilized to identify, notify, activate, deploy and track response
personnel often does not actually verify that people are who they say
they are and validate skillsets or attributes.
• From 9/11 to Hurricane Katrina to the Haiti Earthquake, there have been
significant documented concerns with unaffiliated spontaneous
volunteers and / or those claiming skills, training, licenses and
certifications they do not possess.

VIGILANT GUARD EXERCISE JULY – AUGUST 2012
A multi-state, multi-sectoral full scale exercise
based on a Category 3 hurricane scenario including
collapsed buildings and hazmat

SO WHAT IS THE REAL PROBLEM?

SO… LET’S SOLVE IT!

We are wasting money on “recreating” the wheel.

This is simple.

People will hesitate to include smart card tech because
of the complexity.

Let’s get RID of the tough problems.

BILLIONS OF DOLLARS ARE LOST EVERY YEAR TO
CYBER CRIME. Smart cards help prevent this.
Google “InfoWars and RI EMA.” Watch the YouTube
Video.

Let’s use Open Source Technology to make it EASIER
and QUICKER and CHEAPER to implement smart
cards.

SO… LET’S SOLVE IT!

TIME SAVED. (AND WE ARE TALKING THE
SMALLEST STATE IN UNION)

We already do this for database access, for UI objects,
for Web Services Calls.

We wrote a PIV client

Let’s choose some standards (FIPS 201 in the
government sector makes sense)

It took 2 weeks to write the application.

It took 2 months to write the PIV card piece fully.

2 MONTHS wasted

Let’s get the clients working.
Imagine if it was EASY to create .Net, Android, Apple
applications that work with Smart cards.
Imagine if the library was maintained by a team that
understood the changes in the standard.

SANITY NOT SAVED

LOWER THE BARRIERS

We wrote a PIV client…

By providing valid, fully tested Open Source Smart
Card (in this case FIPS 201) we are making it
EASIER and LOWER cost to implement.

But it didn’t work with CaC V1.

Let’s ENCOURAGE free market and smart use
cases of this tech by focusing on BUSINESS
VALUE not PLUMBING.
Why not CREATE the standard and THEN get into
the habit of CREATING the library

WHO DOES THIS AFFECT
•

Feds

•

States

•

Local and Muni gov’t.

•

Emergency Responders

•

NGOS

•

CI/KR Businesses

Peter J. Fucci

•

Banks

President,

•

Hospitals

Safer Institute, Inc

•

Doctors

Pfucci@saferinstitute.org

•

DEA

401.996.4007

•

Patients

SUMMARY:
Let’s get out of our own way, make the simple investment in a Open FIPS 201 SDK.

Aspects of integration

AD Integration options
for Linux Systems



Authentication




Overview


Dmitri Pal

Identity lookup


How system knows about the right accounts?



How AD accounts are mapped to POSIX?

Policy management


10-01-2012












Direct AD Integration

AD

All systems that AD users can log into (including Linux)
need (in some way, i.e. directly or indirectly) to have
access to AD to perform authentication and identity
lookups
In some cases the AD is the only allowed central
authentication server due to compliance requirements
Identity related policies need to be managed in some
central way

Linux System

Name resolution needs to be well thought through

Commercial solutions


Centrify



Quest





How system knows where is its authentication and
identity server?

In many deployments Active Directory (AD) is the central
hub of the user identity management

Direct integration options


How other identity related policies are managed on the
system?

Name resolution and service discovery


Problem Statement

User logs into a Linux system, how is he authenticated?

PowerBroker (Likewise)

Free platform vendor solutions


Kerberos + LDAP using pam_krb5/nss_ldap



Windbind from Samba



SSSD

Option Comparison
Feature

LDAP/KRB

Winbind

SSSD

Authenticate using Kerberos or
LDAP

Yes

Yes

Yes

Identities are looked up in AD

Yes

Yes

Yes

Requires SFU/IMU

Yes

No

Yes until SSSD 1.9

ID mapping

None

Multiple ways

One way starting SSSD 1.9

System is joined into AD

Manual

Has utility

Utility is in works

Supports multiple AD domains

No

Yes

Will in SSSD 1.10

Supports heterogeneous
domains

No

No

Yes

Support advanced AD features

No

Yes

Some

Reliability

High

Medium

High

Community

N/A

Hard to deal with Friendly

Limitations of the Direct Integration Options






Indirect AD Integration

Policy management is left out or relies heavily on the
AD management tools
Linux/UNIX administrators do not have control of the
environment

Identity
Management
in
Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux

AD
(user management)

(system management)

Per system CALs add to cost

Linux System

Value of Indirect Integration


Users stay in AD



Systems are managed using native Linux capabilities





Questions?

Linux administrators have control over the Linux
environment
Comes with operating system at no extra charge

Third Party Integration Option
AD

3rd Party
Plugin
Policies
via GPO

Supporting Slides

DNS LDAP KDC

ID mapping is implementation
specific or uses SFU/IMU
extensions in AD

Linux System
Client may also
use native AD
protocols

3rd party client

Policies

Authentication

sudo

Identities

hbac
automount

Authentication
can use LDAP
or Kerberos

Name resolution

selinux

Pros and Cons of the 3rd Party Option


Pros




Legacy Integration Option
AD

AD can be extended to serve basic sudo and automount

Everything is managed in one place including policies

Cons


Requires third party vendor



Extra cost per system (adds up)



Limits UNIX/Linux environment independence



Requires software on AD side

Policies are delivered via
configuration files managed
locally or via a config server
like Puppet

DNS LDAP KDC

ID mapping uses SFU/IMU
extensions in AD

Linux System
LDAP/KRB

Policies

Authentication

sudo

Identities

hbac
automount

Authentication
can use LDAP
or Kerberos

Pros and Cons of the Legacy Option


Pros:


Free



No third party vendor is needed





Name resolution

selinux

Traditional Integration Option
AD

AD can be extended to serve basic sudo and automount

Policies are delivered via
configuration files managed
locally or via a config server
like Puppet

DNS LDAP KDC

Map AD SID to POSIX attributes
Join system into AD domain
Uses native AD protocols

Intuitive

Cons:

Linux System



Requires SFU/IMU AD extension



Policies are not centrally managed

Authentication

sudo

Hard to configure securely

Identities

hbac



Winbind

Policies

automount

Authentication
can use LDAP
or Kerberos

Pros and Cons of the Traditional Option




Pros:


Well known



Does not require third party



Does not require SFU/IMU



Supports trusted domains

Name resolution

selinux

Contemporary Integration Option
AD

AD can be extended to serve basic sudo and automount

DNS LDAP KDC

Can map AD SID to POSIX attributes
Can join system into AD domain

Policies are delivered via
configuration files managed
locally or via a config server
like Puppet

Linux System

Cons:

SSSD

Policies



Can connect only to AD and very MSFT focused

Authentication

sudo

Has some perceived stability issues

Identities

hbac




Community is hard to deal with

automount

Authentication
can use LDAP
or Kerberos

Name resolution

selinux

Pros and Cons of the Contemporary Option




AD

Pros:


Does not require third party



Does not require SFU/IMU (1.9)



Supports trusted domains with IdM (1.9)



Friendly community



More stable than Winbind



DNS LDAP KDC

A DNS zone is delegated by AD
to IdM to manage Linux
environment

Linux System
SSSD

Name resolution
and service
discovery queries
are resolved
against IdM

Does not support some advance AD optimizations
(1.10)

AD

Reduces cost – no CALs or 3rd party



Policies are centrally managed



Gives control to Linux admins



Enabled independent growth of the Linux environment

Cons:


Requires user and password sync



Authentication does not happen in AD



Requires proper DNS setup

Pros and Cons of the Split Brain Solution
Pros:



Cons:



sudo

Identities

hbac
automount

Name resolution

Users are
synchronized
from AD to IdM

selinux

Policies are
centrally
managed
over LDAP

IdM

DNS LDAP KDC

DNS LDAP KDC

A DNS zone is
delegated by AD
to IdM to manage
Linux environment

Linux System
SSSD

Requires changes
to config files
after installation
and initial client
enrollment

Policies

Authentication

sudo

Identities

hbac
automount

Name resolution and
service discovery queries
are resolved against IdM

Name resolution

selinux

IdM Based Integration Option (AD DNS)
AD



Policies

Authentication

IdM Based Integration Option (split brain)

Pros:


Policies are
centrally
managed
over LDAP

IdM

DNS LDAP KDC

Does not support trusted AD domains (1.10)

Pros and Cons of the IdM Integration



Users are
synchronized
from AD to IdM

Cons:




IdM Based Integration Option (recommended)

Users are
synchronized
from AD to IdM

Policies are
centrally
managed
over LDAP

IdM

All authentication happens against AD



We can’t do clean upgrades from this configuration



It is a manual configuration

We do not recommend this configuration.

DNS LDAP KDC

Requires
changes
to config files
after installation
and initial client
enrollment
(will be automated
in RHEL 6.4)

Name
resolution
queries are
resolved against
AD, no service
discovery, all
services are
configured explicitly

DNS LDAP KDC

Linux System
SSSD

Policies

Authentication

sudo

Identities

hbac
automount

Name resolution

selinux

Pros and Cons of Integration without IdM DNS




DNS LDAP KDC

Either each client needs to be explicitly configured with
the list of the servers or AD DNS needs to configure a
subdomain and clients should be configured to use this
subdomain
The service discovery is turned off or discovery is done
via subdomain

Pros and Cons of the IdM Trust Integration



Domains trust each
other. Users stay
where they are,
no synchronization
needed

Policies are
centrally
managed
over LDAP

IdM

AD DNS is used

Cons:




AD

Pros:




IdM – AD Trust Integration Option

Pros:


Reduces cost – no CALs or 3rd party



Policies are centrally managed



Gives control to Linux admins



Enabled independent growth of the Linux environment



No synchronization required



Authentication happens in AD

Cons:


Requires proper DNS setup



Requires latest SSSD

A DNS zone is delegated
by AD to IdM to manage
Linux systems or IdM has
an independent namespace

DNS LDAP KDC

Linux System
SSSD
Client
software
connects to
the right
server
depending
on the
information
it needs

Policies

Authentication

sudo

Identities

hbac
automount

Name resolution

selinux

Opportunity and Challenges

“50% of companies
will face challenges
due to lack of FOSS
policy and
management”

Phil Marshall
Senior Product Marketing Manager

Open Source Software Verification and Validation

FOSS Analysis (Nov. 2011)

11/14/2012
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Less is More

IT Development Benefits and Challenges with Open Source
“Open source is ubiquitous, it’s unavoidable….having a policy against open source is

impractical and places you at a competitive disadvantage”

• Key Benefits
– Flexibility
• Modify, mix, reuse
code
– Innovation
• Leverage FOSS
and community
– Cost Optimization
• Reduce or eliminate
acquisition costs

Value of Best-inClass Open Source
Software Use

• Challenges
– Technical Failure
• Operational
exposure
• Needs to be audited,
managed
– Security Risks
• Business exposure
– IP Risks
• Legal exposure

29%
Average

Source: Mark Driver, Gartner Group, November 2010

© Copyright 2012 Black Duck Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

What Development Executives Tell Us

OSS Adoption: Build it in!

Built-in
Compliance

• “I have little/no visibility into the open source
used in our projects”

Driving

• “I’m accountable for all of this and I have
little control”

Participating
Managed

• “Our open source compliance will slow down our
development schedules”

Measured

• “It’s difficult to support applications that contain
open source code”

Exposed

11/14/2012

Best in class

Source: Gartner 2011
11/14/2012

Engineering driven

80%

• “We need standardization – our developers use multiple
different versions of the same/similar component”

Business strategy driven

© Copyright 2012 Black Duck Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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4

The issue is not with “big chunks,” (Linux, Apache) it is with
custom development

Most Organizations Still Use a Manual Process
Acquire

OSS Communities

Internally
Developed
Code

Approve

Web search

Ask around

Check the
spreadsheet

Fill out form

Answer
questions

Advocate

Contact legal

Wait

Wait

Sift through
information

Security
review

Arch. review

Catalog

Update
spreadsheet
Other approval
boards

Outsourced Code
Development

Audit

Code Review

Rewrite

Monitor

Monitor security
alerts

Monitor
updates to
components

Your Software Application

Commercial
3rd-Party Code

THE ENTERPRISE – TOOLS, PROCESSES

11/14/2012

What’s Possible?

Where Used?

8

© Copyright 2012 Black Duck Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Keys to OSS Management

Application
development
cycle

Plan

Code

Build

Test

Release

Open source
governance
lifecycle

Acquire

Approve

Catalog

Audit

Monitor

Description
Version
Vulnerabilities

Black Duck

Cryptography

KnowledgeBase

License
Maturity…
11/14/2012

© Copyright 2012 Black Duck Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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New GEIT Principles

Holistic IT Security Risk Management Perspective

COBIT 5 Principles
ISO/IEC 31000
(High Level Framework)

COSO
Enterprise Risk
Management
(Internal Control
Framework)

ISO/IEC 27000 series
(ISMS)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Differs in Focus
Provides Structure
Incorporates Best Practice
Allows Knowledge Sharing
Auditable & Repeatable
Recognized Methodology

NIST RMF
(System-based
Framework)

Courtesy Don Fergus, CISSP, CRISC, Patriot Technologies, Inc.

Source: COBIT® 5, figure 2. © 2012 ISACA® All rights reserved.
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CoBIT/Risk IT
(IT controls and metrics)

NIST 800 series
(System Controls)

Supply Chain Just Complicates Further

Supply Large Commercial UK Bank Trading Application

Delivered a
new trading
app but only
had to do 28%
of the work!

Part of the solution:

What Next?

• Strongly consider “discovering” your OSS exposure
• Consider SPDX Standard for your Supply Chain
• Speak to development teams about OSS use
• Consider a true “holistic” approach to Governance
• Become a strategic, optimized user organization

15

Client Virtualization
• What is it?

XenClient XT

– «An hypervisor as transparent as possible running in
end-user devices. »

The Extensible Platform For Secure
Virtualization

• Why?
– Management benefits: Virtual Machines are easier to
backup, restore, migrate
– Stronger isolation between VMs than OS processes
• Separate data per-VM (public, personal and confidential)
• Separate less trusted code from sensitive code / data

Philip Tricca: philip.tricca@citrix.com
2012 Open Cyber Security Summit

– Lots of innovation possible, needs extensible platform
to innovate upon

Components
Platform

Mouse/
Keyboard

Intel TXT/
TPM

AMD
GPU

Intel
Integrated
GPU

Mouse/
Keyboard

Intel TXT/
TPM

AMD
GPU

Intel
Integrated
GPU

Certification
• Certifying specializations of base XT config
• Working directly with AFRL Information
Directorate on SecureView program
• SecureView was favorably evaluated against
the new NIST 800-53 Security Controls Catalog
– PL3 ATO: 25 August 11 by ODNI
– PL4 TSABI IATT: 12 December 11 by DIA

Mouse/
Keyboard

• Investigating certification of XT platform
against Common Criteria

Intel TXT/
TPM

AMD
GPU

Intel
Integrated
GPU

THE LEADER IN DRUPAL PLATFORM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

KEY POINTS
• Drupal’s “surface area” in government is growing

• Secure open source Web CMS / mobile solutions
is increasingly important
• Drupal supports very sophisticated but simple
permissioning
• Phase2 extended Drupal by way of FISMA
moderate Password Policy software

“password Policy” in drupal
• ‘Password Policy’ module
enforces FISMA Access
Control Measures (NIST
800-53).

e.g.,

• AC-7 (Unsuccessful Login
Attempts)
• IA-5 (Authenticator
Management)

role-based Permissioning
• Anonymous
• Creator
• Editor
• Taxonomy Manager
• User Manager
• Site Manager
• Administrator

